
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming 

Futuristic MD women! 

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

6-24-14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" 

as "Consciousness" and Concept of "Soul-Mates" via the 

Element H, vision of our "Soul." "Consciousness" has the 

position in this "Soul Atom" were the Proton + Neutron are in 

H, with Elections and the "Force Fields holding Human 

"Consciousness" in tact so we have "Thoughts" and Mental 

Images just like in the Frontal Lobe of the Brain! I will now 

search Google for some good pictures of the H atom with the 

force fields made obvious so you can now Picture how Gregs 

Concept of "Consciousness" can live for just as long as the H 

atom... which is trillions of years! "Soul Atoms" can bond in 

Heaven to become "Soul-Mates" 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 8:35 AM
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6-24-14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" 

as "Consciousness" and Concept of "Soul-Mates" via the 

Element H, vision of our "Soul." "Consciousness" has the 

position in this "soul Atom" were the Proton + Neutron are in 

H, with Elections and the "Force Fields holding Human 

"Consciousness" in tact so we have "Thoughts" and Mental 

Images just like in the Frontal Lobe of the Brain! I will now 

search Google for some good pictures of the H atom with the 

force fields made obvious so you can now Picture how Gregs 

Concept of "Consciousness" can live for just as long as the H 

atom... which is trillions of years! 

6-24-14 Back Down to Earth CBS reports on FBI sex slave 
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6-24-14 Back Down to Earth CBS reports on FBI sex slave 

arrest in Saudi Arabia + Mecca... NO our Numb Nuts 

Dictator has a second home in Mecca with SWF sex slaves... 

FBI in the USA only... WASHINGTON -- Nearly 170 victims of 

child sex trafficking, many of whom had never been reported 

missing, were rescued in the last week as part of an annual 

nationwide crackdown, the FBI said Monday. 

6-24-14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" 

as "Consciousness" - 12 Years A Sex Slave In Saudi Arabia, 

19K SWF just from Kerry's Boston... and our "1984 II" Numb 

Nuts Dictators in this "George Orwell" Era of Obama make 

the Movie... Gary Oldman has spoken frankly about his views 

on political correctness in Hollywood, defending both Mel 

Gibson and Alec Baldwin while claiming that 12 Years A 

Slave won so many awards as voters were scared of seeming 

racist. Racist Obama is a rapist of 19K SWF from Boston who 

are Today Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and its all Classified 

in our "1984 II" Era! Wow! 

6-24-14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" 

as "Consciousness..." 

6-24-14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" 

as "Consciousness..." 

6-24-14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" 

as "Consciousness..." God Particle News... 

atom_soul_consciousness 

New evidence suggests Higgs boson particle was discovered in 

2012 By James Maynard, Tech Times | June 23, 11:35 PM 

The Higgs boson - the elusive "God particle" may have been 

discovered through distinctive particle accelerator tracks in 

2012. (Photo : CERN) 
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6-24-14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" 

as "Consciousness..." 

soul_consciousness 

The Higgs boson, the long-sought "God particle," may have 

been discovered in 2012, new research adds to evidence for 

that discovery. This sub-atomic particle is theorized to 

provide objects with their mass. 

A particle discovered two years ago decays into a type of sub-

atomic particle called fermions. These are a family of 

particles with includes quarks - the components of protons 

and neutrons, as well as leptons, a family containing 

electrons. Researchers examining the particle discovered in 

2012 include physicists from the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (MIT). 

Particle physicists from the European Organization for 

Nuclear Research (CERN) found a particle in 2012 that did 

not behave like any seen before. It had a mass of 125 

gigaelectron-volts (GeV). Researchers immediately noticed 
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gigaelectron-volts (GeV). Researchers immediately noticed 

similarities between their particle and the theoretical Higgs 

Boson. Physicists calculated that the Higgs boson, could 

decay into fermions. An international group of physicists has 

determined that the breakdown of the particle is consistent 

with properties predicted for the elusive particle. 

"When the Higgs boson discovery was announced in 2012, it 

was based on measurements of the decay of the Higgs to 

other bosons, the carriers of nature's forces. The results... 

discuss the decay of Higgs bosons directly to fermions, the 

particles that make up matter," CERN officials reported. 

Protons were accelerated toward each other, and then 

guided to a collision at nearly the speed of light. Detectors 

were used to record the new particles that resulted from the 

ultra-high velocity events. 

Physicists were carrying out the experiments, searching for a 

type of particle known as a tau lepton, 3,500 times more 

massive than electrons. The more mass a particle has, the 

more it should interact with a Higgs-boson field, permeating 

the Universe. 

Experiments still had to be conducted to confirm the identity 

of the discovery. Initial experiments showed a three-sigma 

confidence level, meaning the results of the experiment only 

has a one in 10,000 chance of happening without a Higgs. 

The team now wants to increase that certainty to five sigma, 

having just a one in two million chance of being wrong. 

The particle accelerator at CERN is currently offline, as 

facility managers increase the power of the facility by over 

60 percent. That will allow researchers to conduct 

experiments on the basic constituents of matter in a way not 

possible before. 

"Within the current level of precision there is still room for 

other models with particles that look like the Standard 

Model Higgs, so we need to accumulate more data to figure 

out if there is a deviation," Markus Klute, assistant professor 

of physics at MIT, said. 

Physicists also wanted to know if just one type of Higgs boson 

exists, or if the particle is found forms other than the one 

they detected. 

"This is an enormous breakthrough. Now we know that 

particles like electrons get their mass by coupling to the 

Higgs field, which is really exciting," Klute told the press. 
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Study of the elusive particle was announced in the journal 

Nature Physics 

6-24-14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" 

as "Consciousness" 

6-24-14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" 

as "Consciousness" 

AMA Says Cheerleading Is a Sport so lets get some 

CHEERLEADING CHANTS going for 1 million SWF to become 

MD's.. "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by 

ROD NORDLAN NY Times!. 

Revolution around the sun... Travel to the Nearest 52 Stars 

Revolution! Date is... Speed is... 

Revolution of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... ...Gravity 

Engine Invention! 

In 2014, the solstice falls on June 21 at 6:51 A.M. EDT. The 

orbital speed of the Earth around the Sun averages about 30 

km/s (108,000 km/h, or 67,108 mph) As viewed from the 

North Star or polestar Polaris, the Earth turns counter-

clockwise. Rotation equatorial speed of 465.1 m/s, 1,674.4 

km/h or 1,040.4 mi/h. 

6-23-14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got Livelier 

and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, 

McCain, Hillary, Jimmy Carter. When the world's most 

expensive and complex experimental facilities to date, the 

Large Hadron Collider discovers how Gravity Was Invented! 

Discovers how Gravity is Generated! 

6-23-14 "The Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 

Cost Millions of Women their life" Greg Buell Lovestar! 

6-23-14 iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention 

Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote 

more Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 

1... grin! 

6-23-14 "The Medicaid Black Hole That Costs Taxpayers 

Billions" John Tozzi Bloomberg Businessweek 

6-23-14 iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention 

Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote 
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Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote 

more Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 

1... grin! 

6-23-14 "The Medicare in Saudi Arabia is paid for 100%, best 

Yale-Harvard MD are paid Billions in perks for 

transplanting USA organs into Saudi Citizens! $777 Trillion! 

6-23-14 "The Godspeed of Greg + Wives to get the Overnight 

put it in the H2O cure for Cancer" is suppressed + stifled by 

the USA government in our 1984 II Era of Endless Wars... and 

no Star Travels! 

6-23-14 "Salem, Massachusetts bill targets welfare fraud" by 

David Scharfenberg The Boston Globe. Kerry in Boston isn't 

burning women as "Witches" he is burning them in fiery car 

crashes the Boston Globe suppresses the statistics of this more 

horrible crime by Kerry than Kerry in Salem 100 years ago! 

6-23-14 iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention 

Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote 

more Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 

1... grin! 

6-23-14 "Salem, Massachusetts"Iraqi leaders seen as 

desperate as Kerry arrives in Baghdad" by James Rosen Fox 

News. Massachusetts women burned as a Witch Today in 

Boston not Baghdad are not reported to be "Desperate" by 

Fox News yet the top brass at Fox News know the statistics of 

how many "Witches" Kerry will burn in a fiery car crash 

today! 

6-23-14 Legal Polygamous Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion 

MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone... asap... 

6-23-14 Legal Polygamous Wedding $ Lucrative Casino 

Gambling will be for "Star Travel" Inventions + cure for 1,001 

diseases not the Wynn Vegas + Boston Casino's! Kerry 

gambled on Hell and Lost killing 3 Million people in 

Vietnam! And another 3 million in fiery car crashes! 

Mohegan Sun and Wynn Resorts, the casino giants are 

locking horns for the lucrative Boston region gambling 

license, which is expected to be awarded in late August or 

early September. 

6-23-14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got Livelier 

and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, 

McCain, Hillary, Jimmy Carter. When the world's most 

expensive and complex experimental facilities to date, the 

Large Hadron Collider discovers how Gravity Was Invented! 
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6-23-14 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ -251 C will give 

you 1 trillion and 1 more inventions to acquire! 

6-23-14 $777 Trillion for Medicare will let the USA catch up 

to what Saudi Princes have has since the suppression of the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort in 1980. 

6-23-14 CERN Researchers Determine Particle Found in 2012 

is Higgs boson... The discovery of a Higgs boson should allow 

physicists to finally validate the last untested area of the 

Standard Model's approach to fundamental particles and 

forces, guide other theories and discoveries in particle 

physics, and potentially lead to developments in "new" 

physics. This unanswered question in fundamental physics is 

of such importance that it led to a search of more than 40 

years for the Higgs boson and finally the construction of one 

of the world's most expensive and complex experimental 

facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider. 

6-23-14 6-23-14 "Earth's electromagnetic field is weakening" 

Proxima Centauri will shine, burn its H for the nest 4 trillion 

years. The Sun will burn all its H in 1.75 Billion years. HELL 

if a USA inventor can't get these inventions that will tweak 

the Sun into shinning for 4 Trillion years and super charge 

Earth's electromagnetic blame it on Bill + Melinda for 

screwing up Win 8.2 fix with no menu and no boot to the 

desktop and NO PC Users IP as the iMac Users who had the 

iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more 

"Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with 

Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! 

6-23-14 Hell became a lot livelier, Heaven + Soul-Mates a lot 

more Realistic with nearby stars "Invented" to shine for the 

next 4 Trillion Years... Heavy Lift Hellicopters... 700 Fiery Cop 

Car Crashes, Hell is burning to death in a fiery gasoline 

crash! 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index.html> 
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